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STUDYING POLICY DYNAMICS
F R A N K R . B A U M G A RT N E R , B RYA N D . J O N E S ,
AND JOHN WILKERSON

All of the chapters in this book have in common the use of a series of data sets that comprise the
Policy Agendas Project. The project had its genesis in previous work in which two of us used
publicly available sources such as congressional hearings and the Readers’ Guide to Periodical
Literature to trace public and media attention to policy issues over the post-World War Two
period. In that project, we studied particular issues such as the civilian use of nuclear power,
pesticides, smoking and tobacco, and other topics, covering nine issues overall (see Baumgartner
and Jones 1993). In the Policy Agendas Project, we adopted a broader approach. With funding
from the Political Science Division of the National Science Foundation, we began a much more
ambitious project: to trace public attention to all issues, not just a few, and to cover the entire
post-1947 period. The Project includes data on all congressional hearings, all laws, all stories in
the Congressional Quarterly Almanac, a sample of stories in the New York Times Index, and the
entire federal budget. We put together these data sets with the hope of encouraging the
systematic study of policy change over long periods of time.
Most of the chapters that follow supplement our data sets with additional information,
and we think this is the most fruitful way for most people to make use of the data. In this chapter
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we lay out some of the basics of the Policy Agendas Project data sets. Our goal here is threefold. First, we explain the content, construction, and logic of the data sets. Second, we show
why tracing policy activity across time depends on the availability of these data sets and others
like them that ensure comparability across time. We highlight a critical warning signal to wouldbe policy analysts: Most archived data sets are not comparable across time, even if they appear to
be. In contrast with many other data sets that appear to be useful for over-time comparisons, our
data sets were specifically designed to ensure consistent coding over time. We spend
considerable time in this chapter explaining the difficulties of this, as well as the rarity of it.
Finally, we provide information that can help other potential users—the readers of this book—to
use the data sets themselves.
The critical problem with the rapidly expanding set of computerized and searchable
databases covering such things as congressional hearings, media coverage, presidential papers,
and other sources of historical information about various public policy issues stems from the fact
that designers of these data sets have information retrieval in mind, not the creation of a
consistent public record. Keyword searches, the most common form of analysis that one can do,
may not reveal consistent results when done over long periods of time because vocabularies
change. Indexers change their practices over the decades; keywords are multiplied so that the
user can find every mention of a given word, no matter how tangential the topic may have been
to the main point of the article, story, presidential paper, or congressional hearing. In sum, many
hidden problem arise in the use of available searchable electronic databases—users must beware
of what appears to be a consistent series, but which may in fact harbor many hidden
inconsistencies. In order to construct a consistent time-series over a period as long as those we
explore here, one must pay considerable attention to the details of how data sets were created in
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the first place, and for what purposes they were originally collected. We show in this chapter
how rare it is to find comparable data sources over long periods of time, and how we solved this
problem in the construction of the Policy Agendas Project. In contrast to other sources of public
policy information, our data sets were specifically designed to ensure historical continuity.
THE POLICY AGENDAS PROJECT:
FIVE DAT A SETS ON U.S. PUBLIC POLICY
OVERVIEW
Five data sets make up our project. Each is designed with a simple logic: It should be useful in
and of itself to allow analysts to trace attention and government decisions over time, and it
should provide enough information about the sources of the material so that anyone who wants
to find out more detail about particular issues, decisions, or periods of attention can quickly find
more complete information. Therefore, our logic is to gather a minimum of information about
each congressional hearing, for example, but also to gather a complete set of identification
materials so that the user can get more complete information from the same source materials as
we used in the first place. Here we give a simple overview of each of the data sets.
The congressional hearings data set consists of over 67,000 records corresponding to
each hearing held in Congress since 1947. These data were coded from the annual volumes
published by the Congressional Information Service and available in most government
documents sections of major libraries. Variables coded include several identification variables
(CIS identification numbers, date, committee(s) and subcommittee(s) involved), the topic codes,
a short textual summary, as well as a series of variables which indicate whether the hearing:
Dealt with proposed legislation or was more of a fact-finding nature; considered an
administration proposal or not; considered appropriations matters or not; mentioned the creation
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of a new agency or not; mentioned the creation of a new program or not; the number of days the
hearing lasted; and the number of sessions in the hearing.
The CQ Stories data set consists of a record for each article in the Congressional
Quarterly Almanac from 1947 onward. In the cases where very long articles are broken into
substantially distinct sub-sections (as is sometimes the case, for example, of discussions of huge
omnibus bills, or of the President’s budget proposals), we have a separate record for each of
these sections. In all, there are over 12,000 records in this data set, which includes identification
materials so that a user can find the original story; committee(s) and subcommittee(s) involved;
mentions of any committee reports, bill numbers, and Public Law numbers if applicable;
information concerning how far through the legislative process the bill proceeded (e.g., whether
it passed the House, passed the Senate, was vetoed, was signed into law, or was attached to some
other bill as part of an omnibus legislation). In addition, we note the length of the story. This
data set is likely to be useful especially for those interested in a further check on the activities
and level of interest in Congress to various issues, since the editors of CQ make efforts to cover
the most important issues that Congress deals with, including those that are debated but not
passed into law. Further, it is especially valuable as a sophisticated index to the CQ Almanac
itself, since it can be used to identify all stories on a given topic or with other attributes.
Our data set on Public Laws lists the PL number, the Congress, the sponsor of the
legislation, the sponsor’s party, the House and Senate report numbers (if any) concerning the bill,
an indication of whether there was a Conference Report, whether the bill was commemorative or
substantive, and whether or not the law was previously vetoed by the President. Of course, all
these data sets also include a textual summary and a full 4-digit set of topic and subtopic codes.
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The New York Times Index data set consists of a sample of entries in that source, with a

total of approximately 36,000 records dating back to 1947. Like the other data sets, this one
includes identification material, a short textual summary, and a topic code. The topics are coded
only by the major topic categories rather than the 226 subtopics used in the congressional
databases, however, because so many stories in the media are on questions that do not
correspond exactly to what congressional hearings focus on. In addition, there are entire topic
areas, such as obituaries, art and book reviews, sports, and other events that are not included in
the congressional databases, as we describe in more detail below. There are a variety of filter
variables in the New York Times data set as well designed to allow users to include or exclude
local news items, international news items, stories that have anything to do with government and
public policy as opposed to those that do not, and whether the story was on Page 1. For all
stories that mention public policy, we also note whether the story mentions any of a number of
institutions of government: the President, Congress, federal agencies, the courts, state and local
governments, campaigns and elections, and interest groups.
Our data set on the federal budget is based on annual figures reported by OMB in the
annual budgets submitted by the President, but it is adjusted so that the spending categories are
consistent over time. We report spending totals (budget authorizations) for 74 narrowly
categories of spending and 17 major areas, as described in more detail below. Table 2.1 provides
a summary of our data files:
(Refer to Table 2.1 Summary of Policy Agendas Project Data Sets)

THE TOPIC AND SUBTOPIC CODING SYSTEM
Perhaps the most important element that determines the usefulness of our data sets to a large and
diverse audience is the extensive set of topic codes that we have devised. In contrast with most
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sources of longitudinal data, including the federal government’s own reports of these materials,
we have worked hard to guarantee temporal consistency for our topic categories. Typically,
keyword searches, published indices, and other sources of publicly available data over time
suffer from a tendency to revise or “improve” the categorization system over time. Our topic
categories are consistent over time. This includes our version of the OMB budget authority; we
spent over two years simply reading through the footnotes to the annual federal Budget noting
how OMB had altered their spending classifications over time, and we adjusted the figures so
that they are consistent. OMB itself does not have a consistently defined longitudinal time series
of the federal budget that goes back as far as the one we have created here. In the case of the
budget data set, we use the OMB classification of 74 categories of spending (though we adjust it
for changing definitions over time and for inflation). For each of the other data sets, we use the
following major topics:
(Refer to Table 2.2 Major Topic Categories)

New York Times stories are coded only by the major topics indicated (and, since there are
many topics, such as book reviews, sports results, or home improvement ideas, on which
Congress is rarely called to legislate, there are no corresponding topics in the congressional
databases for a few categories that exist in the NYT database, as indicated above). Each of the
congressional databases is broken down further by subtopic. For example, the major topic of
Health is broken down into the following subtopics:
(Refer to Table 2.3 Health Care Subtopics)

All in all, there are 27 major topic categories and 226 subtopics in our coding system, as
listed in Appendix A. Users can locate all hearings, CQ stories, and public laws on a given
subtopic or broad topic area with ease. For most categories, one or more of the budget categories
used by OMB may also correspond. The US Government classifies spending in many ways, but
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the most useful system for tracking spending by topic is the functional classification system
developed by OMB and reported in the annual Budget of the US Government. Table 2.4 presents
the major topic classifications used by OMB; the complete list of 74 detailed subtopics is
presented in Appendix A.
(Refer to Table 2.4 Major Spending Classifications Used by OMB)

OMB reports spending by 19 major categories (called “functions” in OMB parlance) and
also by 74 more detailed “subfunctions.” Functions 900 (Net Interest) and 950 (Undistributed
Offsetting Receipts) are largely financial categories that we typically do not analyze since they
do not correspond to any substantive government activities or programs. We have, therefore, 66
detailed topical categories of spending in 17 major areas of government activity, not counting the
financial categories also reported by OMB. Most, though not all, of the OMB subfunctions and
functions correspond closely with one or more of our subtopics and topics into which we have
coded our congressional and New York Times materials. For most areas of spending, therefore,
one can note whether spending corresponds with attention to the given topic area in the media,
congressional activities, or whether it is related to legislative activities.
More important than our coding system to many users may be the fact that our data sets
include a textual summary that includes a short description of each story, hearing, law, or
abstract. These short summaries allow users to recode our data sets according to their own
needs. The following table provides examples of records for a health subtopic from each of the
data sets.
(Refer to Table 2.5 Selected Textual Summaries from Four Data Sets)

With the combination of an extensive and consistent set of topic codes in each data set
and the textual summaries available for each entry, users can combine or recode the data sets to
meet their needs. All in all, the extensive topic and subtopic coding is the key to making these
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linked data sets useful to a broad audience in public policy. In the chapters that follow, a variety
of uses of these topic categories are shown.
The major topic and subtopic content codes of the Policy Agendas data set were
developed through an iterative procedure that involved proposing an initial set of categories,
coding congressional hearings to one and only one of these topic categories, and then modifying
the categories until inter-coder reliabilities were achieved at the levels of at least 95 percent for
the major topic and 90 percent for the minor topic codes (see Baumgartner, Jones, and MacLeod,
1998a). This topic system was then used to code all US Public Laws, Congressional Quarterly
stories, and a sample of New York Times stories since 1947. Similar success in reliability was
achieved for these data sets.
We began by coding congressional hearings, and continually updated and revised our
coding system until we had done several years worth of coding. After we had done about 10,000
hearings, we reached a point where few changes were needed any more: Each new case fit within
one of our established categories, and two coders working independently from each other
consistently coded the same cases identically over 90 percent of the time (and we achieved over
95 percent accuracy across the 19 major topics). We then went backwards in time, coding
hearings all the way back to 1947. Subsequently, we followed the same procedures for all the
Public Laws and then for all the stories in the CQ Almanac. Since these two sources often are
broader than the congressional hearings, we more often made use of the –00 subtopic, which
includes general coverage of the entire topic area or combinations of multiple subtopics. For
example, an omnibus crime bill might well cover elements of sentencing, aid to local law
enforcement agencies, prison spending issues, and other subtopics. This would be coded 1200 in
the Public Law and CQ Stories data sets. Congressional hearings would be coded in the same
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manner, but Congress is more likely to hold hearings separately on each of these different
elements of the bill. If they did, then the hearings would be coded according to the various
relevant subtopic codes (1210 for sentencing; 1209 for police and law enforcement issues; 1205
for prisons; and 1299 for other and miscellaneous). For the New York Times Index, we coded
only by the major topic categories and we added several categories because there are many areas
of reporting that simply have no congressional counterparts (recipes, architectural reviews, sports
results, obituaries, and weather reports would be some examples).
The topic categories that we developed are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. In the
inevitable cases where a hearing, law, or story covered more than one topic, we coded it by the
topic that was predominant. Each major topic also includes a general subtopic (always
numbered –00) that includes cases where several different subtopics, all within the same major
topic area, are discussed. In addition, where we noted large numbers of cross-references, we
created distinct subtopic codes specifically for these cases. An example would be military health
care issues: Are those defense issues or health issues? Our answer is to code them in their own
category so that users can decide that question for themselves. Table 2.3 above showed that
category 315 is reserved for this topic, just as category 311 is reserved for elderly health issues.
By creating a series of “intersection” topics, we built into our coding system a level of flexibility
that users with different interests may exploit. With over 220 topics in our system, most are
quite specific. Still, users should note that we allow only for a single topic code for each item.
Where the case clearly crosses boundaries, we either created a new category specifically for it (if
there were many such cases), or we coded the case by the topic that predominated. In cases that
were evenly balanced, our rule was to use the category that is listed first in the list of topics. Our
complete list of subtopics available on our web site includes an extensive explanation of each
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topic category with examples of cases coded into each as well as “see also” references to related
subtopics where similar cases may be coded.
CUSTOMIZING AND SUPP LEMENTING PROJECT DATA
Among the greatest advantages of the Policy Agendas data sets is their reliability across time.
The biggest problem with any single data set is that it may not suit all needs. While our coding
system is reliable, a student of a particular policy area may find that it does not match exactly the
aims of his or her study. We suggest three strategies: Creating one’s own customized set of subtopics; supplementing our data with further analysis; and searching and recoding our data based
on the textual summaries. Many users will find that the data sets included here are sufficient for
their needs, for example to compare attention and spending on defense issues to domestic
policies such as education, health care, or transportation. A much broader community of users
will be served, however, by some combination of our data and some others.
The first possibility for customizing our data sets is quite straightforward. Appendix A
shows the full set of topic and subtopic codes we use. While we combined various subtopics into
more inclusive major topic categories, these aggregations can easily be re-done, either to make
our topic categories broader or narrower. Those interested in all defense-related issues, for
example, might choose a set of subtopic codes that is centered within our major topic of 16
(Defense), but which also includes subtopic 315 (Military Health Care). Finding all foreign
policy-related topics would include a combination of topics 16 (Defense), 18 (Foreign Trade), 19
(International Affairs) and possibly a few subtopics from other areas such as 530 (Immigration
and Refugee Issues), which we code as part of the major topic of Labor, Immigration, and
Employment. The simple point is that users can easily recombine our 226 categories into
customized topic areas that suit their needs. The more subtle point is that users should note that
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the ways in which we aggregated our 226 subtopics into 19 major topic categories might not suit
all needs.
Second, our data can easily be supplemented. Each record contains the information
needed to find the original source material. So, for example, one can identify every
congressional hearing or CQ story focusing on immigration and refugee issues by searching on
topic number 530. With this list, it is straightforward to then go to the CIS Abstracts, to the CQ
Almanac, or to another source to gather information about who testified at the hearings, which
legislation was considered, and what arguments were discussed, or what types of refugee issues
were being debated. Several of the chapters that follow use our data sets as the base and
supplement them with additional coding from the original sources.
The third way to customize our data sets is to make use of the short textual summary
included in each record, illustrated in Table 2.5 above. These can be searched to identify
mentions of keywords in combination with our topic coding system, or instead of using our topic
coding system. This may be used in two different ways: To create entire new topics (searching
for all mentions of words related to the elderly, for example, as one dissertation student we
supervised successfully did in order to identify all hearings dealing with issues of concern to that
demographic group), or in combination with a subtopic selection in order to narrow down one or
more of our subtopics to an even more precise definition. In the example above of topic code
530, immigration and refugee issues, one can read through the summary to identify one or
another of those more precise topics, or to find only those cases dealing with refugees from Asia,
for example.
With the combination of an extensive and consistent set of topic codes in each data set
and the textual summaries available for each entry, users can combine or recode the data sets to
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meet their needs. All in all, the extensive topic and subtopic coding is the key to making these
linked data sets useful to a broad audience in public policy. Our web site includes a full set of
codebooks explaining each variable in each of the data sets, a full description of the topic codes,
including examples and “see also” references, and the data sets themselves, as well as some
simple annual counts from each of the data sets. In addition, users can find various updates,
bibliographic information, and other useful items.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE STUDY OF POLICY PROCESSES
Recent years have seen the development of computerized search techniques and large publicly
available databases of many types. These have created great new research opportunities, but also
some new problems. Ironically, we often suffer from too much information, or more precisely
from information that appears to be reliable at first glance, but which on deeper inspection
proves to suffer from massive reliability problems. Most importantly, many large and historical
data sets are designed for information retrieval, but are almost useless for the types of trend and
pattern recognition that we have designed into our data sets. This is mostly because of three
problems: Backwards compatibility (that is, no effort is typically made to ensure that topic
categories are reliable over time); over-categorization (that is, multiple keywords are used to
index each item, but the keywords are not consistent and each item may be coded many times);
and uniqueness (that is, each data set, collected by a different institution, agency, corporation, or
scholar, uses a different set of key-words and subject categories than the others).
THREE PROBLEMS
The major problem today in quantitative policy studies involves moving from information
systems based on retrieval to ones capable of trend recognition. The availability of many
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impressive and useful retrieval systems does not mean that they can be used for trend
recognition. To do this, three critical problems must be addressed.
Backward Compatibility. Analysts maintaining existing databases that have been used to
monitor policymaking—budgets, legislative activity, press coverage, etc.—tend to add and
subtract categories over time. Normally no thought is given to making sure that previous uses of
categories are consistent with present ones. This means that a category system applied in 1970
can be a quite different entity by 1995, even though it purports to assess the same material.
Existing indexing systems do not value temporal consistency, but consistent categories are
essential to studying policy change over time. Indexing systems must be continuously adjusted
if temporal consistency is to be maintained, with all relevant material re-classified any time new
categories are added. In the case of indices to hearings and media coverage that are published
annually, however, there is no opportunity to go back and recode the previous years once the
analyst decides that a new keyword or new subject category must be added. In our data sets, we
did exactly this: We coded information covering the entire post-war period with the same topic
categories in mind.
Over-Categorization. Over-categorization is the propensity to place items in multiple
non-exclusive categories. A single congressional proposal applying civil rights legislation to
providers of home health care, for example, might be classified as a commerce bill, a labor bill, a
health care bill, an elderly bill, and a civil rights bill. An important example is Legislative
Indexing Vocabulary (LIV), developed by the Library of Congress. This indexing system was
developed to enable congressional staff and other researchers to identify legislative actions that
are relevant to their interests. This search tool is available to the public via THOMAS, the
Library of Congress web site. The LIV currently includes more than 7,000 subject terms, and a
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given bill can be coded as relevant to several dozen of these terms. While such an approach is
desirable for information retrieval, it is practically useless for studying policy trends. The main
purpose of the bill cannot be deciphered from the government’s (or any other) indexing system.
Since the purpose is to allow retrieval of all items even tangentially or incidentally related to the
topic, many data sets typically are marked by extensive over-categorization. Similar problems
come with the use of full text searches for key words. A search for all bills that mention the
word “cancer” would find thousands of bills, but many of these would not be primarily about
that topic, but would have mentioned it only in passing, their main thrust being elsewhere. For
some users, this all-inclusive search process is exactly what is needed; for others, less so. The
important point is that the user should realize that all indexing systems are not equally useful for
all purposes. Typically, information retrieval systems are designed to err in the direction of
including too much. Most importantly, they typically do not distinguish between those cases
where the keyword refers to the main topic of the item found and those where the keyword is
merely one of a laundry list of topics that may have been mentioned. Of course, to find every
case where a given topic was mentioned, this is exactly what some users want, so these retrieval
systems play an important role and their design is not a flaw; rather, it simply needs to be
understood.
Uniqueness. Even if indexing systems overcome the backward compatibility and overcategorization problems, there is an additional issue: Comparisons across data sets. One
indexing system often cannot be compared to another. As a consequence, causal relations among
arenas cannot be examined. For example, one might wonder if media coverage leads or lags
governmental interest and activity in a policy area. This would not be possible even if both
governmental activity and media coverage indexes were consistently categorized and were
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backward compatible unless both arenas were coded according to the same indexing system.
While policy scholars emphasize “process,” in fact we lack the tools needed to study the
evolution of a policy idea quantitatively.
It is sometimes possible to construct parallel data sets using multiple data sources with
different, but similar, categories and subject headings. For example, two of us previously
constructed a series of comparable data sets tracing congressional and media attention to certain
issues: pesticides, nuclear power, child abuse, and other topics (Baumgartner and Jones 1993).
To do this, however, we were careful to construct separate lists of keywords and subject
headings for each different data source (see Woolley 2000 for a discussion of the importance of
making these comparisons with care). While this was possible for us to do in a small number of
cases, it is not feasible to make such disparate coding systems match up across the board. While
some areas of fit can often be found, there is no general solution. We solved this problem simply
by applying the same coding system to all four of our related data sets. (We were forced to
admit defeat in our efforts to make the OMB data sets completely compatible with our other
ones, though it does correspond in most categories.)
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL V. PATTERN RECOGNITION
Providers and immediate users of most data sources are generally interested in retrieval, whereas
students and scholars are interested in patterns and trends. The critical component for assessing
trends and patterns is the reliability of the measuring instrument. If the relationship between the
indicator and the measurement object change over time, then the instrument cannot be used to
follow trends. The critical component in retrieval is to make sure that the users of information
find all relevant material. The expert indexer wants to make certain that a researcher interested
in a topic will find and be able to recover a particular document. Librarians want an indexing
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system that allows them to find all relevant documents and would prefer to have this system err
in the direction of providing more rather than fewer citations.
If, as is often the case, the indexed material evolves in content, then the indexer has no
compunction about adding new key terms to aid the retriever of information in finding just what
he or she wants. But it is extremely rare for the provider of information to go back in time and
make sure the indexing categories are consistent. Any student of trends can make large-scale
mistakes by assuming that a category this year contains the same content as last year’s.
Examples of this process would include something like the subject headings in the New York
Times Index or the Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature. Considering a topic such as racial
integration, new subject headings are often added whenever important new topics arise in the
real world: So “busing” would become a relevant and widely used subject heading in the 1960s,
just as “Brown v. Board of Education” would refer to many important stories on integration
after, but obviously not before, 1954. There is certainly no reason why an indexer would not add
new and important subject categories to allow readers to find the stories they are looking for.
Our simple point is that users looking to trace changes over time must be especially aware of
these changes in coding and category definitions (see also Woolley 2000).
There are three types of information systems, each of which is designed to achieve a
different goal. It is useful to be aware of the goals of each type of information system. By far
the most commonly used information systems are retrieval systems, designed to allow a user to
use his or her knowledge to find a document, use multiple keywords to characterize each
document in the system. An example is THOMAS, Congress’ information system for citizens.
Each bill, hearing, law, etc. is characterized by multiple categories—the Library of Congress’
Legislative Indexing Vocabulary, which currently contains thousands of key terms. Because
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there are so many terms used to characterize each item, one has no way of tracing changes in
policy categories across time.
Pattern recognition systems operate to find patterns empirically in a body of data.
Designers develop computer programs embodying cluster or scaling routines that empirically
search the data, and report patterns. An example is Poole and Rosenthal’s (1997) comprehensive
study of roll-call voting patterns in Congress since 1789, a research tool used regularly by
congressional scholars. Their NOMINATE system basically recognizes patterns of voting in
each Congress. Pattern recognition systems, however, cannot be linked to other databases, since
it is the result of a scaling procedure using roll call votes, but with no effort to categorize by
topic.
Trend recognition systems rely on the highest level of designer knowledge. Expert
coding systems are established, generally based on some explicit or implicit theory of the subject
matter. Categories in the coding schema are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, and the expert
coders must make key decisions about where items are to fall. An important example is the
tabulation of a country’s economic output by sector. Economists must maintain consistent
coding categories that are exhaustive and mutually exclusive. When the economy develops in a
manner that requires new categories, experts must ensure compatibility by re-coding previous
information according to the newly designed categories. Otherwise it will seem as if there is an
explosion of new economic activity when the categories are added. A great variety of economic
statistics are designed to allow comparisons over time, and the designers of these systems, such
as the US Bureau of the Census or the Bureau of Labor Statistics, are loathe to revise their
categories. Since they are careful to revise them only when necessary (and to conduct careful
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studies to note the measurement-induced changes in the trends they seek to trace), users can
safely use these data series to analyze trends over time.
Parallel trend recognition systems are trend recognition systems in which the same
indexing system is used for several different arenas—as, for example, when media coverage and
congressional hearings are coded according to the same policy content system. While it is
common in full text databases to be able to search across databases using the same or similar
keywords, we have discussed above how these full text searches can often err on the side of
including cases that are only tangentially related to the topic searched for. In our databases, we
used the same coding process to code congressional hearings, statutes, CQ Almanac stories, and
entries in the New York Times Index. Therefore, common analyses can be done comparing these
disparate data sources. Table 2.6 summarizes the differences in various types of information
systems.
(Refer to Table 2.6 Types of Information Systems)

Information systems designed for one purpose are not normally adaptable for other
purposes. That is, a retrieval system is not easily adaptable to follow trends. Similarly, trend
systems are not always the best devices for retrieving information. We believe that the data sets
that comprise the Policy Agendas Project are the best available for the purposes that we use them
for in this book. They are specifically designed to allow for parallel trend recognition, and the
textual summaries that are included as parts of each record also allow users to conduct key-word
searches. Of course, for some uses, a full text keyword search is what is needed, and for some
uses our particular topic coding system will not be appropriate.
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CONCLUSION

The Policy Agendas Project consists of five linked and comparable data sets covering the entire
Post-World War Two period. These data sets allow the systematic comparison of a variety of
issues and the exploration of a number of questions that have not before been subject to
systematic quantitative analysis. We believe that the ability to make comparisons across many
issues and to compare the policy process more generally will lead to a variety of new
understandings about the American policy process. For example, we can systematically compare
issues on the dimension of their agenda-status, and when we do so we observe that very few
issue-areas remain out of the realm of public discussion over the entire period. Similarly, when
we look at budgetary incrementalism, we find that almost all areas exhibit periods of stasis as
well as periods of dramatic change. Full understandings of the policy process will come with the
kinds of broad based comparisons that our new data sets allow, especially as these are compared
and integrated with previous studies based on smaller sets of comparisons.
Many previous works in public policy have focused on certain patterns of behavior, such
as institutionally created equilibrium behaviors leading to steady, routine, bureaucratic outputs.
Others have contrasted with this literature in their studies of particular policy areas that have
exhibited periods of dramatic change, reversal, or macro-political intervention. Because of the
lack of a common set of indicators, however, scholars have not been able to characterize any
given pattern of behavior as particularly common, uncommon, or so rare as to be a complete
anomaly. While we do not expect that the creation of these data sets will put an end to various
disputes in the literature, we do hope that they will encourage broad studies of the policy process,
studies that note simultaneously the importance of inertia, incrementalism, and institutionally
driven patterns of stability at the same time as they note that these characteristics of many
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policies coexist with their polar opposites: Dramatic policy changes and the creation of new
institutional structures that occur from time to time in all areas of politics and public policy. As
two of us wrote in a previous book, we believe that these seeming opposites are actually part of a
single underlying process (Baumgartner and Jones 1993).

